Reasons for Using Another
TeraStation, Not a USB HDD,
as a TeraStation Backup Destination

Backup to
a GigaLANconnected
TeraStation

There are reasons for selecting the same model TeraStation.

It allows you to back up
large volumes of data
Using a TeraStation as the backup destination keeps the backup
destination from quickly filling to capacity with data.Additionally,
managing the backup destination storage capacity is easier than with
USB drives.

Rapid recovery after failure
Using a TeraStation as the backup destination allows you to switch
the backup source and backup destination and immediately access
the data.This method is optimal way to restore the system, faster
and more accurately, even if the backup source happens to fail.
The process of recovering the data takes more time when a USB
HDD is used as the backup destination.

Enables backups
between different locations
Incorporating remote backups via the Internet allows you to build
a data environment to avoid data loss and prevent business from
being interrupted, even if disaster causes a failure onsite.
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